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his friends not only spread " soothing herbs " on the wound
but sing a spell over it (Od. xix, 457)—no doubt bidding the
flesh grow together wholesomely and the pain be soothed,
and incidentally making a perfectly sound use of what we
know as suggestion. Philology notes that " pharrnakon ",
the regular Greek word for a drug, is cognate with words
meaning " sing " (which would also be used for reciting
a spell) in the ancient Aryan language of Lithuania.1
And that is all. The same vigorous humanism that makes
Homer for us the first of the Hellenes makes him also a
standing disappointment to the anthropologist. He has
almost outgrown even the ancient and very natural tendency
of men to account for all growth in nature, or " character "
in a mountain or river, by ascribing to these a spirit and
personality like our own. River-gods and " mountain-
dwelling nymphs " are the only surviving relics of a bygone
animism or animatism, and even the nymphs are by now
" daughters of Zeus " 2 and as fully personal as the Olympians
themselves. Certainly a population, or an upper class,
that thought as Homer did, would be ready for that birth
of rationalism that presently came. It is matter for guessing
how one should apportion the credit between the irreverent
self-reliant Achaian Vikings of the age of the migrations,
whose bards, as we see in the Odyssey, first sang their sagiiH
of the war with Troy, and the great poet, probably of Ionia,
who composed our Iliad.
Among the Greek peasantry, on the other hand, both hi
Hesiod and elsewhere, we do find magical ideas in plenty,
The locus classicus is towards the end of the Works and
Days (724-759) where, after a number of sound and indeed,
for the time, very advanced moral maxims, the poet goes
1	Jevons, in Anthropology and the Classics, p. 105, where he alno q«ot,<>«
from the Atharva-Veda (iv, 12) an ancient Aryan " incantation " that might
perfectly well have been sung over the wounded Odysseus :  " Let mumm
be joined to marrow and let limb to limb be joined;  Grow flesh thut erst
had pined away and now grow every bone also ;  Marrow now unite with
marrow, and let hide on hide increase."
2	vv^</>cu  o'pecmdSe?,   Kovpat   Aibs   cuyt^oto,   11, v*,  4gft-~4h<i diaJtt»m#
passage where the nymphs plant trees round the barrow of u wiwrior kilted
bravely defending his home near Troy.

